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ABSTMCT

Intmtse soft X-ray ●misaion with ● characteristic temperature of a
few ❑illion dagreas has been detect~d from the recurrent movn
RS Oph ●pproximately two ❑onths ●fter its J#nuary 1985 optical
outburst. Thla is tha first dat~ction of X-rays from such ● ayat~m
at outturst. The X-radiation in interpreted ●- ●mission from
c!rcumstellar gas that ic shock heated by the paasage of the blast
wave from the nova explosion. The rapid decline of the X ray flux
betwcnn ●bout 60 nnd 90 days ●fter th~ outb.:rst probably cccurs
b@cauee the blast wav~ ham r@Jchpd the ●dge of thr volumr filled,
hetwrm outbursts, by the •t~llar wind of the red giant comporwn:
of th{”binary system. Rcnidual X-ruy omission d~tected from RS oph

25L dayH aft.~t th~ outburst ia inrerprmcrd as comirg from ttw
surface of 4 white dwarf, n: a temperature of -300,000K, As~c.
tllnrmolwlrnr hurnln~ in perfiislin~.

1. 1NTK)IMKX1ON
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such an evcnc in the X-ray band. The X-ray observations were made

using the European X-ray astronomy satellite, EXOSAT. During the

early stages of the optical outburst, RS Oph was too close to the

Sun to be observed by the spacecraft. An observation was scheduled

at the earliest available opportunity which was 1985 March 22, or

54 days after the peak of the optical outburst. A bright soft

X-ray source was detecced at the position of RS Opb, so a further

series of EXOSAT obsemations, six in all, were made over the next

few ❑onths to ❑onitor che evolution of the X-ray flux.

2, OBSERVATIONS

Data on RS Oph were obtained w~th the Low Energy telescope (LE-1)

●nd the Medium Energy proportiontil counter array (ME) on EXC)SAT,

The LE-1 telescope, with the CMA detector at the focus, was

operated with varieus broadband filters to provide lim~ted spectral

information in its operational energy range af 0.04 to 2,0 keV,

Additional spectral information is provided by thu ME array which

is sensitive in che energy range 1.5 CO -15 keV,

~igur~ 1. shows , on a logarithmic scale, the count rate measured

by the LE-1 CMA deteccor with the Lcxan 3000 filter as a function

of tjine since the peak of the optical outburst, During the first

observation, on March 22, a count ra:e of almost 0,5 pcr second wns

❑easlwed, ❑fiking RS Oph one of the brightest sources recorded by

the EXOSAT LE telescope. The source decayed over the next two

❑onths , slowly Jlt first and then more rapidly, However, despitr

the eteep decline in April and May, a significant l’@SiCIUill ~mlssIOll

was ~tlll detected durin~ the final observntjon ill19H’JOrfohPr,

250 days after t.hopeak of the oprlcnl outburst..

The backgroul’d-subtracted count rnte recllt”d~dns iIfunr( fOII01

ancrgy by the ME detect.or on l!II)!IMnrclI 2? Is Illus[-rntcd illFly,Ilt.r

2, The COUII[. rate ris[’s St.ooll)y t[~wnrd~ low ell~rp,I~snnd ~111’

source 1s .71,1ydFtPrlP(lI)rlow ,nhu~lt‘)kov, Iml)l,ylngm very so!t

apect.rum, The tOt{il COUH[ roIIV rvcordr(l III11111ME (MI thl. dIIVW/IS

(),5 countii p~r SUIVM1 p:’rIlnlrIIrrnv UP Illlvc{II [ompfod I 1) Ill

vilrlous slml)li.~!)v(-1In] mlid~Il:;It)11111I{)ml)iliv(l(lJII/I!“rtIIII llIt* MI( 1111~1
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1: EXt3SAT C~+Lexan 3000 count rate as a function of time
since the optical outburst plotted on n logarithmic scale, The
dashed line is the expected decay rate of the X.ray flux accordinr.
to the ❑odel of Bode and Kahn (1985) in Phase 111 (see text).

LE-1 detectors, including hydrogen bremsstrahlung, power-law, anfl

blackbody spectra, anti the spectru~ of an opticnllv t.hin

line-emitting plasma (R.qyrnondand Smi:!l 1977). None of thvsr

provided an acceptable fi~, A Stntixticillly J’lccrpti!l)lc

represe,ltation of the data was provided by .1 combination of” tW(J

hydrogen bremsstrahlung models with temprr,lttlresof”0.3 and O,tlkol’

respectively (3.5 million and q millirm drgrt~os) How@vrr, this

mode 1 required an un;;rop(nhly Iow villur ()i the interstollllr
-2

nbsorpt.ion column (9x10 1!nl~~m!;(’m ) comllnrvllIIIltl[’rnosl rv(.(.111

21
OSI Imutrx (“rem !11(”l’{l(:10 Jlll(l1111 I; IV IO 1(1I (Iilfil (If )./,~]() II ill (1111’.
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-2
cm (R.J.Davis and P1.A..j.Snijders, this volume). Nevertheless, we

erg cm s on

is probably no more

by the source, the

can use this fit to aatimatc that the t~f~l flux de~;cte~lfrom

RS Oph between -1 and 6 keV is about 1.5x1O

March 22. Because the source is so soft, this

than about 10% of the flux emitted in this band

rest being absorbed by the interstellar ❑edium,

In Figure 3 we piot the source count rate detezted by the LE”l

instrument against that recorded by the HE for the first five

EXOSAT observations of RS Oph. The source was significantly

detected above background in the ME during the first three

obse~ations only. The data are consistent with there being s

constant ratio between the count rates in the ttio instruments
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0.04-2,0k~V(comt me-l)

Figure 3: EXOSAT HE 1.5-6.0 keV count rate versus CMA+Lexan 3000
count r~te for the first five EXOSAT observations of RS t.)ph, The
observations are labeled In time ordci,

suggesting that there is no substantial change in the ovrrall

spectrum of the X-ray source ns it drcnys.

3. DISCUSSION

31 Xhe &last Wave flvdc 1
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from the

decelerated

nova explosim which sweeps up , and is strongly

by, the pre-existing circumstellar wind ~f the red

giant companion (Pottasch 1967). About 20 to 30 days into the

mutburst titrong coronal lines appear, including those due to [FeX]

and Fe[XIV], indicative of gas at a temperature of a few million

degrees (Gorbacskii 1972).

A number of properties of the X-ray

suggest that it too originates in gas

blast wave. These are:

(1) Strong X-ray emission is seen

outburst.

emission recorded from RS Oph

shock heated by the nova

a long time after the optical

(ii) There is no short timescale variability detected ir the

X-ray flux, consistent with emission from an exte?ded source.

(iii) Optical line widths indicate velocities of about 500 km/s

fifty days after the outburst. If this is the velocity of the blast

wave, Vs, the te erature of the shock heated gas is expected to be
?2

1.2(Vs/1000 km s- ) keV - 0.3 keV, This is consistent with the

obsem~d characteristic temperature of the X-ray spectrum.

(iv’ Preliminary comparison indicates that the flux and evolution

of thl optical coronal emission lines is consistent with them

originating in the same hGt gas that produces the X-ray emission.

For example, Kenyon and

that ~~e -;lux in the

erg cm s . Using the

et -9 (1975), -8thisal,

1.5X1O and 3x1O erg

Wade (1985, private communication) f:~;

[Fe XIV] 53ooA line on March 18 was 6x1O

coronal iine emissivities given by Woodgate

corres ends to
-!

an X-ray flux cf between
-2

ems, where the extremes correspond to

gas with n temperature of 2 million and & million degrees

respectively. This compares favorably with the X-ray flux

obsekved on March 22, given the uncertnillty it!rhc t:moLInc of fl~rx

absorbed by the interstellar medium,

Despite the above, there are prohlum:’;w~tll the simple blnst w.lv~I

model , The most ~mportcint. are the rnpicl dccuy of (Ilc X-my flllx ,

Llrlcl the lack of change in the slope of thr X r:lv -uectrum d~lrirlr

the decay. Bode and Kahn (19d5) lIiIv!I cnlculuI(”[l tI.r expcctv(l

I.mhavlour -;f a blnsf ~nv(’~’xp~lli~ljnp,ill’nn ml’(ll~lm wlIosr drllsi f~

fulls /l:J 1“ (Itlr rxpnlldillgstvllnl-will(lOf ttlt’rfj(lv.lnl}l ::!:ll”~
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They find that the X-ray luminosity of the shock heated e:lvelope
-1/3 -3/2

should decay as t or t depending on whether the nova

remnant is in Phase II or Phase 111 of its evolution (see

J.E.Dyson, this volume). Horeoy~r, the temperature of the emission
-2/3

zhould decrease as t or t respectively as the blasotwave is

decelerated by the circumstellar material,
-3/2

A line corresponding

to Fat is plotted in Figure 1, and while the first two X-ray

observations are consistent with this slope, subsequent points fall

away ❑uch more steeply than predicted.

The ❑ost likely ●xplanation for the departure of the o’bsemations

from the simple model is that, about two months after the outburst,

the blas~ wave reaches the edge of the cavity filled, between

outbursts, by the stellar wind of the red giant companion. The

widths of optical emission and absorption lines of RS Oph in

quiescence suggest that the velocity of the red giant’s wind is

about 20 km/s. Thus, in the~5-17 years between outbursts, the wind

fills a sphere of radius -10 cm. The blast wave will. reach the

furthest extent of the wind in two ❑onths if its time averaged

velocity is -2000 lan;ls. This compares favorably with the

velocities deduced from the optical emission lines, which range

from -3000 km/s just after outburst, to -500 km/s two ❑onths after

outburst, When the blhst wave reaches the edge of the stellar
-2

wind, the density drops off ❑uch ❑ore rapidly than r with a

corresponding reduction in the X-ray flux emitted, The blast wave

thereafter expands comparatively unhindered into interstellar

space,

3.2 ~ermonucL @re Bur~ on the white Dwart

It is apparent from Figure 1 that weak, but significant, residual

X-ray eminsion is still detectefl from RS Llph with EXOSAT more than

two hundred days after t’he outburst . By this stage, the X-my

source is tc,o wuak to be detected in the HE, nud we have a flux

measurement in tile LE w{ch a single filter only (Lexull 3000). Tllc

amount ot” re’s~dual flux detected WiCII rho 1.Eis cons~stent wit.11 ilal
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21 -2
origin on the surface of a white dwarf. For NH-3x10 cm

(consistent wit~ IUE and 21cm line ❑easurements), a white dwarf

radius of 10 cm and a distance of 1.6 kpc,
5

the blackbody

temperature Impli;; is -3:~x10 K, and the total luminosity is

approximately 10 erg s . This interpretation would imply that

tharmonvclear burning was still taking place on the surface of the

white dwarf (cf. Starrfield ●t al. i978; U.Sparks, this volume).

The values for the temperature ●nd luminosity derived are in line

with thoee found by Ogelman et al. (1984) for the soft X-ray

emission from the central remnant of the classical nova Muscae 1983

(see ●loo H.Ogelmann and J.Krautter, this volume).

&. CONCLUSION

We have datmctad a strong flux of soft X-rays from RS Oph about two

months after outburst which we interpret ●s thermal emission from

circumatellar gas which is shock heated by the passage of the blast

wave from tha nova ●xplosion, The environs of RS Oph are thus in

many ways like a supernova remnant in ❑iniaturm, and oftwr a

fascinating opportunity to examine the evolution of such an event.

on a timescale of months rather than thousands of years. The rapid

fall-off in the X-ray flux can be ●xplained if the blast wave has

reached tha edge of the cavity filled by the stellar wind of the

red giant star since the last nova explosion. We also find

●violence of continued thermonuclear burning on the surface of the

white ddarf in the form of weuk residual emission detected 250 days

after the outburst, A number of further tests of the model can be

made, Most important of these is a detajled comparison of the X-ray

and optical coronal line light curves, which awaits the

availability of calibrated optical line fluxes.
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